(see [7] ). Then fx is continuous, and /i(G) = F. Let a be in / -F, and let /2: J->/be an approximately continuous function such that for all x in F, f2(x) = 0, and f2(a) = 1. The existence of such a function f2 is proved in [9] . Let /= /2°/i. Then / is a function from / onto /. It is known that an approximately continuous function is a function of Baire class one having the Darboux property (see [2] ). Since the composition of a function of Baire class one with a continuous function is a function of Baire class one, / is a function of Baire class one. A continuous function has the Darboux property, and the composition of two functions having the Darboux property is a function having the Darboux property.
Therefore, / has the Darboux property.
It will be shown that f~l((0,2)) is not empty and has measure zero. By choice, a is in / -F. Since fx is continuous, there is a point ß in K such that fM = a. Thus f(ß) = f2(a) -1 by the choice of f2. Hence f-\(0,2)) is not empty. Let y be in f-\(0,2)).
Then f(y) ^0. That is, /2(/i(y)) ¿¿ 0. So /i(y) is not in F. Since fx is the Cantor function, fx(y) not in F implies y is in K. Therefore f~H(0,2)) is contained in K, and K (the Cantor set) has measure zero. Hence /_1((0,2)) has measure zero. It is easy to see that if / has property B, then / has property A. Example 2 shows that this implication is not reversible. Example 2. There is a function of Baire class one having the Darboux property and property A but not having property B.
Proof. Let / = [0,1], and let {/"} be any sequence of pairwise disjoint, closed subintervals of / converging to 0 such that Let h be the function on / having the following four properties:
(1) x in /" implies h(x) = 1, for all n, The basic properties of these two derivatives may be found in [4] and [8] , respectively.
The first theorem shows that both derivatives have property A. Theorem 1. A function f of Baire class one has property A if, for every subinterval J of the domain of f on which f is bounded either above or below, f restricted to J has property A. Let {Q} denote the collection of all nondegenerate components of Ea and Eb. Let P be the complement of U ( Int Q} relative to the domain of /, where Int Q denotes the interior of Q relative to the domain of /. (Interior is taken relative to the domain of / so that if x is an endpoint of the domain of /, x can not be an isolated point of P.) Then P is closed relative to the domain of /. The first step shows that no two distinct elements of j Q ) can have a common endpoint. Therefore, P is a perfect subset of the domain of /.
The next step is to establish that each x in P is in Cl Ea and in Cl Eb, where Cl Ea denotes the closure of Ea relative to the domain of /. Suppose x is not in Cl Ea. Then there is an open subinterval J of the domain of / containing x such that Eaf}J is empty. Then / is bounded below on J by a. By hypothesis, / restricted to J, which will be denoted by h, has property A. Furthermore A_1((a, b)) is contained in E, and by assumption, E has measure zero. Hence h~x((a, b)) has measure zero. Since h has property A, A_1((a,b)) is empty. It follows that / is bounded below on J by b. Therefore, J is contained in Eb, and because J is open, J is contained in Int Q for some nondegenerate component Q of Eb. Since x is in J, x is in Int Q, and hence x is not in P. Thus if x is in P, x must be in Cl Ea.
Similarly, if x is in P, x is in Cl Eb.
The final step is to prove that for each x in P there are two sequences jxn} and ¡y"} of points of P, each converging to x, such that for every n, f(xn) ^ a and /(y") £ b. Let x be in P, and let n be a positive integer.
Since x is in Cl Ea, there is an x'n in (x -1/n, x + 1/re) H Ea. If x'n is in P, call it x". If x'n is not in P, then x'n is in Int Q for some nondegenerate component Q of Ea. Since x is not in Int Q, there is an endpoint x" of Q between x'n and x. Because x" is in Q, flxj ^ a, and since xn is an endpoint of Q, xn is in P. The point y", having the desired properties, is chosen in a similar fashion.
In view of the above statement, no x in P can be a point of continuity of / relative to P. Since / is a function of Baire class one, / has a point of continuity on every nonempty, perfect set relative to that perfect set (see [5] ). Thus P is empty. By construction, E is contained in P. Hence E is empty. Corollary 1.1. Every kth Peano derivative has property A.
Proof. In [8] it is shown that a ¿th Peano derivative is a function of Baire class one, and that if a £th Peano derivative is bounded either above or below on an interval, it is an ordinary fcth derivative on that interval. Since Proof. In [4] it is proved that an approximate derivative is a function of Baire class one, and that if an approximate derivative is bounded either above or below on an interval, it is an ordinary derivative. Since ordinary derivatives have property A, approximate derivatives satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.
For another proof of Corollary 1.2 see [6] .
Property B for approximate derivatives and ¿th Peano derivatives.
Theorem 2. Every approximate derivative has property B.
Proof. The theorem will first be proved for a special case of property B; then it will be shown that the general case can be reduced to the special one.
Suppose / has an approximate derivative /áp. Assume that /áP(0) > 0, flO) = 0, and {/" = [ an, bn] \ is a sequence of closed intervals, with positive endpoints, converging to 0 such that for all n, x in /" implies f'ûp(x) ^ 0. Let E be a measurable set whose density at 0 is 1 such that £-limflx)/x = /^p(0). Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2, the theorem will first be proved for a special case of property B, and then the general case will be reduced to the special one.
Suppose / has a /eth Peano derivative fk. To begin with, the above statement is proved for j = I. Since fk is bounded below on /" by c, fk = /* (the ordinary fcth derivative of /) on /" (see [8] ). Thus, f{-\ exists and is equal to fk on /". Because /¿(x) ^ c > 0 for all x in /", fk_x is strictly monotone increasing and continuous on /". Thus, there is a unique point t in /" such that |/*-i(0| S|/*-i(x)| for all x in /". First suppose that t = an. This assumption, together with the fact that fk-X is strictly monotone increasing and continuous on /", implies that fk-X(an) S: 0. By the mean value theorem for ordinary derivatives, x in /" implies A-i(x) -A-i(a") ^ c(x -a").
In this case, the partition is an = <i,o < ¿u = bn and, for the only subinterval involved, 1(1) holds. Next, suppose that t = bn. Because fk-X is strictly monotone increasing and continuous on /", it follows that fk-X(bn) g 0. For every x in /", the mean value theorem implies that fk-Áx) -fk-ÁK) í -c(bn-x).
The partition is the same as it was for the case t = an, but this time 2(1) holds for the only subinterval concerned. Finally, assume that t is in (an,bn). Necessarily, fk-X(t) = 0. The partition is an = ii.o < *u = * < ¿u = °n. 
